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Serendipity Segestra
September 18, 2012
Peering from under a thatched roof, the golden lintel and dormer of weathered marble
rise above the cork and native hardwoods slope. This is Segesta, Greek temple and
archeological site. Tour buses line the parking area and guides with little pink flags and
puff-balls on a stick herd their tour groups. An early hour, many bus groups are following
their flags and puff-balls for a short viewing then to the gift shop.
Seldom do I tour like today, “fully loaded” with bags, and even less without firm
destination or today without even intent. “Italian time” arrived with me at the train station
this morning. I planned a ten am departure for Palermo, two and half hour train ride
from Trapani, where I had spent two nights. Arriving at nine this morning, the printed
departure for Palermo still stated ten as planned, yet the electronic monitor informed
that Palermo train would not leave until afternoon.

During dinner last night with a couple I had met on the ferry from Sardinia I casually
asked what they were doing the next day. These folks related their intention to see
Segestra, site of a Greek Temple and “theatre”. Cool said I. The planning wheels began
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to spin, subconsciously considering how to take in Segestra. I had not even known the
Greeks inhabited Sicily.
The station monitor informed the next train with stop in Segestra and destination
unpronounceable, leaves in forty minutes. Aboard I go, the day is unknown, tonights
lodging is unknown, but today will be sublime. Following two weeks of light traveling, I
am peaceful about the uncertainty and exposure.

Now 14:00 Euro time, 2 P.M., by our terms in the shuttered Segestra station. Italian
time struck the station today, a paper sign on the gate informs the station is closed this
Tuesday. No reason or justification, Tuesday Closed, the sign reads in Italian. I am the
only person here, the train is scheduled to arrive in forty minutes, but that could be
Italian time.
Eavesdropping on a tour guide for his entire description, I discover the temple is sixth
century BCE. The dimensions are six columns by fourteen column, which I paced of to
be twenty-five by seventy-one. (I have practiced my one-yard pace for decades and
consider the scale to be within a few points) That is column edge to column edge where
corners are counted twice. Incredibly, the stone comes from an unknown source and is
clearly rich in minerals given the gold patina. Segestra Temple columns are Ionic,
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meaning they do not have the ribs like the Doric style, yet apparently the designers took
liberty because the columns do not “die into” the base clean, but instead have two large
capitals upon which they rest, none at top.
The theory is that earthquakes were known by the Greeks and they modified their style
to suit conditions, thus the columns rested into pedestals. The temple has never been
roofed, either incomplete of intentionally omitted, perhaps for earthquake reasons. My
“eaves dropped” guide expressed that construction of such a temple would have been a
monumental civic undertaking at the time. The source of the stone is not known today,
and construction would have required decades of work.

